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Organizational links
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Mailing list on CERN e-groups: smarthep-participants@cern.ch 
Feel free to use it for questions/comments/interactions! 

Website: http://smarthep.org 
- we are still missing a few profiles on: http://smarthep.org/

researchers.html 
Folders with material: 
- Kick-off meeting: https://lu.box.com/v/smarthep-kickoff 
- Examples of application material: https://lu.box.com/v/smarthep-

applicationInfo 
Application ShareLatex: skeleton available, GitHub in preparation 

- Ask to join, if interested to write 
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Timeline
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Call opens in September 2017, expected deadline January 2018 
End of July: (whoever is not on vacation can) tentatively send: 
- a plan for Early-Stage Researchers + secondments (today) 
- ideas for a school and training activities to be hosted at their institute 
- ideas for industrial partners 

August: (whoever is not on vacation can) start with writing  
September:  
- most of the writing happens during this month 
- “editors” request information from institutes and supervisors () 

- volunteers for this role? 
- is there interest for another SMARTHEP writing 2-day workshop in Lund? 

- Grace Och Philip Sandblom Fund will reimburse travel expenses 
Beginning of October:  
- “editors” take over and make application fully consistent 

November:  
- request external feedback, implement in December



Today’s meeting
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Brief recap of the network from kick-off 
What we want to achieve: 

List of tentative Early-Stage Researchers / secondments: round table 
Management structure 
If time allows:  
- discuss new industrial partners 
- start more concrete list of ideas for schools and workshops



Recap of the network from kick-off (1)
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Recap of the network from kick-off (2)
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Recap of the network from kick-off (3)
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Recap of the network from kick-off (4)
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Discussion on ESRs
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What we need: 
- Topic and rough description 
- First (local) and second (remote, within network) supervisor 
- Secondment  

- industrial 
- academic (can be CERN as well - do you have CERN contacts?) 

- Co-funding statement (best to be ready in advance!) 
- Demo if anyone is interested…



Network
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Network management discussion
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